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BNAPS News 

September 2017 
BNAPS News Vol 7 Iss 5 – September 2017 

BNAPS Looks Ahead to March 2018 Celebrations 
 

 
 

Islander G-AVCN’s restoration work is forging ahead with the 
objective of having the aircraft fully assembled for a special 

celebratory event early in 2018. The event will mark 50 years since 

G-AVCN made the first passenger carrying flight with Aurigny Air 
Services on 1 March, 1968, and will be held at BNAPS’ restoration 

workshop on Saturday, 3 March, 2018. 
 
Key project milestones have been established to pace the work in line with 
the event timescale where BNAPS and the restoration team can show a 
wider audience what has been achieved since the project was restarted in 

2010. 
 

The first milestone, aimed for completion by the end of October, is that of 
having all ancillary parts of the aircraft top coat spray painted. Preparation 
for this activity is well underway with the workshop now re-arranged to 

clear a workspace for the paint spraying activity to go ahead. 
 

 
 

Trislander G-RLON on show at Solent Airport for Daedalus 100 event –  

see page 27 
 

 
 

  
The second milestone will be in late November when the fuselage is moved 

to the centre of the workshop so that the wing can be installed. This will 
allow completion of the work to rebuild the wing leading edge. Work to 
fabricate and install the fuselage internal trim will continue in parallel 

together with installation of the fin and tail plane. Sections of the wing will 
be spray painted before it is removed from the vertical stands.  

 
Final assembly of the aircraft will get underway by the end of 2017 with the 
final milestone being that of completion ready for the celebratory event on 

3 March, 2018. 

 
 

Workstands for tail plane and 
elevator now re-positioned 

alongside the fuselage. 

Components stored ready for 
spray painting in re-arranged 

workshop area.  
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BNAPS Supporters Fund Raising Appeal - September 2017 

 

 

  
2010 2016 

2018 

Dear BNAPS Supporter, 

Thanks to a number of generous donations together with recent awards from the Transport 
Trust and Wight Aid BNAPS’ financial situation has shown significant improvement. 
However, fund raising must continue to cover the restoration project into 2018 and to 

ensure safekeeping for our restored Islander G-AVCN. 
 

The fund raising appeal continues and goes out to all BNAPS Supporters and friends to ask 
for their help through individual or regular donations. 

 

If you would like to support the fund raising appeal please contact BNAPS by e mail 
bob@bnaps.org.uk or Telephone 01329 315561. All donations large and small will be 
gratefully received. 

Yours sincerely, 
Bob Wealthy, Britten-Norman Aircraft Preservation Society Chairman 

 

Co-op Welcome Lane End Bembridge Raises Funds for BNAPS 

  
Thanks go to Stephen Warburton, manager of the Co-op Welcome Lane End 
convenience store in Bembridge, for nominating BNAPS as the charity to receive 

funds arising from the plastic bag levy during July. As a result Steve has given 
BNAPS a cheque for £200.75 - this is a very welcome benefit for our restoration 

work and is much appreciated.  
 

 
 

Thanks go to Patrick and Jeni Gallagher for hosting a barbecue 
at their home in Bembridge that raised over £80 for BNAPS 

 
 

 

mailto:bob@bnaps.org.uk
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report  
July 2017 – September 2017 
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4.       

5. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

1. Fuselage 

Production of internal trim panels for pilot and passenger doors is ongoing. 

2. Wing 

Work on installing access panel aperture anchor nuts on wing rear bay and centre section has 

continued. 

The starboard wing outboard rear bay section from Wing Station (W/S) 179 to W/S 269 was 

significantly distorted.  Most of the aileron shroud ribs and false angles had rivets that had either 

pulled out or had to be removed.  Ribs were straightened or replaced as necessary and new false 

angles manufactured. The structure was then reassembled and restored to its original 

configuration.  The original top surface rear bay wing skin in this area was in sufficiently good 

condition that after a couple of local repairs it could be skin clipped back in place. 

New aileron and flap shroud closing angle strips have been purchased for both flaps and for the 

starboard aileron.  The port aileron strip was able to be refurbished and was re-installed when the 

top and bottom surface outboard rear bay skins were riveted back in place. 

The fixed section trailing edge structure between the flap and aileron, W/S 161 to W/S 179 on 

both wings is being rebuilt with new and refurbished ribs, stringers and skins.  A new skin has 

been manufactured for the starboard wing lower surface from aft of the rear of the spar box on 

this side (see pictures 1-6). 

All wing top surface skins have been repaired or replaced and are now either riveted or skin 

clipped in place (see pictures 7 and 8). 

All wing bottom surface skins have been repaired or replaced and are now either riveted or skin 

clipped in place (see picture 9). 

All top surface leading edge skins are in place with the exception of the port outboard skin which 

is painted and ready to install (see picture 10). 

All bottom surface leading edge skins outboard of the engines are available either as serviceable 

existing skins or as replacement skins, already drilled and ready to install.  The port wing lower 

surface outboard leading edge skin is already in place and requires final riveting (see pictures 11 

and 12).  

The hinged underwing leading edge drop-down skin panels between the fuselage and the engine 

nacelles, which incorporate the passenger cold air scoops, are being repaired.  The starboard 

panel, fibreglass scoop and panel support structure have been removed, refurbished and 

replaced.  The port side requires further work.  The panel support structure, which was badly 

distorted, has been straightened and repaired.  Material has been purchased to manufacture a 

new hinged drop-down panel. A new composite air scoop is needed. The feasibility of making one 

using a 3D printer is being investigated. This would use the starboard scoop as a template. 

3. Ailerons and Flaps 

Both ailerons and both flaps have now been refurbished and have been given a coat of etch-prime 

paint ready for final painting. 

4. Elevator 

Work is continuing on the repair to the elevator starboard tip attachment structure and mass-

balance assembly.  This area had been repaired in service but is now badly corroded.  The mass-

balance has been removed and refurbished.  A  replacement housing has been manufactured. The 

elevator tip attachment structure has been completely de-riveted and stripped.  A new elevator 

outboard rib was purchased and a number of internal profiled angles have been hand made to 

make good the in service repair.  A new lower skin in this area was also made.  The repaired 

structure is now ready for re-assembly. 

5. Control Runs 

5.1. Ailerons 

The original aileron bell crank lever assemblies in both wings had been badly damaged at some 

time.  A repair scheme (non-airworthy, but good for static display purposes) was devised and 

manufactured to make these units useable again.  These are now installed in the wing (see 

picture 13). All aileron cables, fairleads and pulleys have been installed in the wing and may be 

operated.  The aileron drive rods have yet to be installed. 

5.2 Flaps 

All flap rods and levers are available and have been refurbished.  The centre lever was stripped, 

refurbished and lubricated and then re-installed in the wing along with the flap operating levers 

and the control rods.  The rods from the operating levers to the flaps have yet to be installed (see 

pictures 15 and 15). No Flap Motor is available, but the electrical wiring and the cam-plate 

assembly are in place. A search is underway for a flap motor.    
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 
 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 

 

The following series of captioned photographs show the results of some of the work 

undertaken in the last period: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mark Porter (left) and Phil 
Slater manufactured a 
new skin for the skin 

bottom surface.  

Starboard wing bottom 

surface aft fixed section 
being prepared for a new 

skin. 

Thanks to the donation by 
Terry Edney of a couple of 

sturdy packing cases and a 
worktop, Bryan Groves and 

Paul Brook now have their 

own Systems workbench. 

 

 

 

Picture 1 

Picture 3 

Picture 2 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 
 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bob Ward working on 
building up the structure 

of the starboard wing 

fixed section  

 

Mark Porter attaching the new 
starboard wing bottom surface 

fixed section.  

 

 

 

The new starboard wing 
bottom surface fixed skin 

section mostly riveted in 
place awaiting completion of 
the remainder of the fixed 

section. 

Picture 6 

Picture 5 

Picture 4 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 

 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Steve Cooley refitting 

the repaired flap 
outboard shroud skin 

to the underside of the 

wing. 

Close up view of the 
starboard wing skin 

clipped in place and 

ready for riveting. 

 

 

 

All top surface wing skins 

are now attached and 
are either riveted or skin 

clipped in place 

 

Picture 7 

Picture 8 

Picture 9 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 
 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Following de-corrosion 
and removal of old paint 

the panel shown above 
has now been etch 

primed is ready for re-

fitting.  

Rita Edgcumbe is 

refurbishing an existing 
wing bottom surface 

leading edge skin. 

 

 

View of the wing top 
surface towards the 

port end shows all top 
surface leading edge 

skins are in place with 

the exception of the 
port outboard skin 

which has been etch 
primed and is ready to 

fit.  

 
 

 

Picture 12 

Picture 11 

Picture 10 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 

 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Paul Brook is seen here 

during installation of 
the flap operating 

mechanism and control 

rods. Access is 
somewhat restricted 

through access panels 
on the wing upper 

surface. 

 

 

Paul Brook has installed 

the flap operating rods 
and associated parts in 

the wing centre section. 

Bryan Groves, Paul Brook 

and Charles Shiveral have 
installed the aileron 

control cable runs in the 
wing. These are now ready 

for connecting to the 

cables in the fuselage 
after the wing has been 

fitted at a later stage 
 
 

 

Picture 13 

Picture 14 

Picture 15 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 

 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The port wingtip 

component was refurbished 
by Rita Edgcumbe and Jeni 

Gallagher.  
Detail surface preparation 

of the wingtip was carried 
out by Steve Cooley and it 
has now been etch primed 

ready for installation at a 

later stage. 

 

Guy Palmer and Bob 
Wealthy undertook a 

successful trial 
assembly of the main 

landing gear leg 

fairings. 
 

 
 

 

 

Top half engine cowlings 
are being cleaned and 
surface preparation 

condition checked so that 
they will be ready for top 

coat spray painting. 

Picture 16 

Picture 17 

Picture 18 
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G-AVCN Restoration Progress Report 
 July 2017 – September 2017 (continued) 

 

Work planned for the next period through to end of November, 2017 
 
 

Wing:  Complete trailing edge re-skinning and fabrication of access panels/fresh air 
inlets (port and starboard). De-corrode and remove old paint and etch prime areas of 

the wings including the flap retraction recesses and other detail areas ready for top coat 
spray painting selected areas of the wing whilst it is still in the vertical stands 
 

Fuselage: Continue with the door internal trimming and marking out for cheat lines.  
 

Passenger Seats: Check floor fixings. Fabricate two new seat cushion bases and foam 
pads, source matching upholstery material and make new seat cushion covers. 
 

Landing Gear:  Continue to source the missing items for the nose and main 
undercarriage legs. Refurbish wheels and prepare for painting. 
 

Engine Baffles, Engine Bearers and Engine Exhaust System: Complete the 

shortage list and continue the process to source/manufacture missing parts. Refurbish 
engine mounting frames and support struts. 
 

Flying Controls: Complete elevator end section repair and detail repair of the trailing 

edge by the trim tab. De-corrode and remove old paint from remaining areas of the 
elevator, apply body filler to small dents and surface imperfections and etch prime. 
   

General:  Top coat spray painting of tail-plane, elevator and elevator trim tab, flaps, 
ailerons, fin, rudder and rudder trim tab, main landing gear fairings. Prepare the engine 

cowling upper sections for top coat spray painting. 
 

Devise procedure for lifting the wing onto the fuselage. Obtain lifting gear and additional 
support stands. Prepare fuselage for move to centre of the workshop 
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Scottish Islanders’ First Islanders 
By K. E. Foster 

 

During 50 years production of the Britten-

Norman BN-2 Series aircraft, over 1,250 

Islanders, Defenders and Trislanders have made 

their contribution to air transport in over 100 

countries.  Former Loganair Chief Pilot and 

Operations Director the late Ken Foster wrote 

this article about the introduction of the Islander 

into airline service in the Scottish Highlands and 

Islands. 

 

During the post-war era, both the Scottish Office 

in Edinburgh and the Highland Transport Board 

were becoming increasingly concerned about the 

slow but continuous depopulation of many of the 

smaller Scottish Islands.  They were aware that 

one significant cause was the dissatisfaction with 

the air and sea ferries felt by a post-war 

generation who were no longer prepared to live 

out their lives in frugal isolation.  Poor transport 

links were not only an inconvenience to island 

people, they substantially increased their cost of 

living and engendered a feeling of isolation. 

 

Many members of the Board could recall the 

1930s when a network of air services had been 

established in Scotland, including one highly 

popular service flying between some of the 

Orkney Isles.  This air service was set up in 

August 1934 by Captain Edmund (Ted)  Fresson's 

Highland Airways (renamed in 1937 as Scottish 

Airways), used mainly DH.84 Dragon and 

operated until 3rd September, 1939. 

 

 
 

DH 84 Dragon G-ACIT of Highland Airways in the 

1930s 

 

With the outbreak of World War 2, all the 

Scottish air services were either closed down or 

severely restricted to carrying priority 

passengers only.  After the war, Scottish air 

services were resumed but on the 1st April, 

1947, the Labour Government completed its 

nationalisation of the air transport industry by 

absorbing the domestic airlines into its new 

British European Airways.  Soon afterwards, the 

pioneering and successful managers were 

shamefully sacked or demoted and replaced by 

large numbers of inexperienced and mainly 

incompetent bureaucrats with the inevitable 

result, the quality of the air services immediately 

deteriorated.  Many routes were closed down and 

most of the remaining routes were operated at a 

reduced frequency.  With the introduction of 

Ju52/3m "Jupiter" aircraft on the Scottish routes, 

dispatch reliability became so bad that late 

departures were often measured in hours and 

even days.  On the Scottish routes, a 1946 

private industry profit of £8,000 was, in 1947, 

turned to a tax payers' loss of £500,000, a sum 

to be greatly exceeded each year for a long time 

to come. 

 

By the spring of 1964, the Highland Transport 

Board faced the urgent need to replace the 

ageing Orkney inter-island passenger ferry.  

Whilst considering how big a vessel they should 

build, it was suggested that an air service be 

provided to carry most of the passengers with a 

smaller and less costly ship to carry cargo and 

just a few passengers. The Board was aware of 

Loganair's Scottish Highlands and Islands charter 

and scheduled services, using mainly Piper Aztec 

aircraft. Therefore they invited Loganair's 

Manager, Captain Duncan McIntosh, and me to a 

meeting at the Scottish Office to discuss the 

practicability of resurrecting the late Scottish 

Airway's Orkney air service.  This meeting ended 

with myself being tasked to provide the Board 

with a feasibility report. 

 

Based upon Fresson's earlier and Loganair's own 

recent experience, I concluded that a new 

Orkney service required an aircraft that was 

twin-engined (preferably with the proven 

Lycoming O-540 260hp engines), IFR equipped 

and cleared for flight in icing conditions.  To have 

8 passenger seats plus accommodation for mail, 

newspapers and light cargo, also to be quickly 

converted to an air ambulance to fly patients to 

the large hospitals in Aberdeen. 

 

 
 

Dornier Do 28, G-ASUR, was evaluated for the 

inter-island air services. 

 

I test flew the STOL Dornier Do28A, G-ASUR, in 

October 1964 and found it to be an excellent 

pilot's aeroplane, but passengers required to be 

athletes to enter and leave the 6 seat cabin and 

it was quite unsuitable for scheduled passenger 
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services.  The Aero Commander 500 proved to 

be a nice aeroplane, but with retractable landing 

gear it was unsuitable for grass field operations. 

It was with much disappointment I concluded 

there was no aircraft for an Orkney service on 

the market.  When, at the next Scottish Office 

meeting I reported my lack of success in 

identifying a suitable machine, the two Ministry 

of Aviation flight operations inspectors (who were 

attending for the first time) suggested that 

Loganair should make contact with a couple of 

chaps in the Isle of Wight who were putting 

together an aircraft that may be what we 

wanted. 

 

Our first meeting with John Britten and Desmond 

Norman disclosed they were indeed building a 

prototype aircraft that could be developed to 

meet Loganair's needs, both in the Orkneys and 

for many other Scottish services we were 

operating or planning for the future. However, 

we would have to wait until 1966 before any 

would be available. 

 

 
 

BN-2 model as first presented at the 1964 SBAC 

Farnborough Show. 

 

My walk-over inspections of prospective landing 

grounds short listed by the Orkney County 

Surveyor showed that all the level ground was 

divided into small fields about 800ft square and 

surrounded by 5 foot stone walls.  By removing a 

wall, the two fields joined would provide, in most 

cases, grass runways lengths up to 1,500ft with 

cross runways of 1,000ft.  With BN claiming their 

BN-2 take-off and landing distances would be 

less than 1,500ft, the two field solution was 

adopted.  There was one condition - the farmers 

insisted their fields would have to continue as 

cattle grazing when there were no aircraft 

movements. 

 

In the summer of 1965 I presented my feasibility 

report to the Highland Transport Board who, 

after giving it much consideration, decided that:  

Loganair should plan an Orkney inter-island air 

service using a BN-2 aircraft; the Orkney  

Council should commence work on each island's 

aerodrome and a smaller cargo/passenger ferry 

be built. 

 

My feasibility study showed that for the first 

years, the air service would require to be 

subsidised to cover all the costs and this posed 

an immediate problem for the Scottish Office.  

There was the question of the legality of 

subsidising a private airline to operate in 

competition with the state owned Orkney Islands 

Shipping Company.  The law officers eventually 

decided that, until new legislation was approved, 

Loganair would operate as a contractor to the 

OISC.  With this obstacle cleared, Loganair was 

"instructed" by the Board of Trade, to order 

Britten-Norman’s first BN-2. 

 

Britten-Norman soon discovered Loganair's 

requirements were shared by many potential 

customers around the world and our inputs, plus 

experience being gained from test flying their 

hand built prototype G-ATCT, led BN to make a 

number of changes to their original specification. 

These changes included: replacing the 210hp 

Continental IO-360s with 260hp Lycoming O-540 

engines;  the maximum weight to be increased 

from 4750lbs to 5700lbs; the rear passenger 

door would be wide enough to allow loading of an 

air ambulance stretcher. 

 

 
 

BN-2 Islander, G-ATCT, in its definitive form with 

260hp Lycoming engines and increased wing 

span. 

 

Loganair's further request to replace the main 

landing gear's twin, small diameter wheels with a 

single larger diameter/fat tyred wheel more 

suited to uneven, soft grass fields and sand 

beaches (and for which we gave them a Beech 

18 aircraft undercarriage leg and wheel for an 

engineering trial) was not acceptable.  BN 

claimed the costs of redesign and certification 

were not justified on the premise that "bush 

operators" required twin wheels to provide the 

capability of a return to base with one tyre 

deflated.  Based on my 30 years' experience of 

Islander operations around the World, I maintain 

that the main landing gear has been the major 

negative feature of the airframe.  The small twin 

wheel configuration has been the cause of many 

hundreds of cases of wing structural damage, 
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engine mount failures with serious 

consequences, even write-offs, all at great 

financial cost; yet, I have never heard of a single 

case of a "one tyre" recovery of an aircraft which 

in any event, would not be approved by 

Airworthiness Authorities.  In the very rare event 

of a tyre puncture, rather than risk damage to 

the landing gear with a "one tyre" non-revenue 

ferry flight followed by a return flight for the 

stranded load, operators have preferred to 

deliver and fit a replacement wheel. 

 

 
 

Ken Foster with an Islander model 

 

Loganair actually ordered two BN-2s, the first to 

fly the Orkney inter island air service and a 

second to fly their Glasgow - Stornoway route, 

which was well established using Piper Aztec 

aircraft.   

 

 
 

BN-2 C/N 2 G-ATWU ordered by Loganair but 

retained by BN as development aircraft.  Leased 

for company pilot training July/August 1967. 

 

BN adopted the name "Islander" for the aircraft 

and C/N 2 (G-ATWU) was to be delivered to 

Loganair towards the end of 1966 with C/N 4 (G-

AVKC) to follow early in 1967. 

 

The tragic crash of the prototype C/N 1 G-ATCT 

in Holland on 9th November 1966 (probably due 

to icing of the unprotected wings and tail) 

required BN to retain G-ATWU as their 

development aircraft and C/N 6 (G-AVRA) to be 

Loganair's second aircraft. 

 

Loganair's financial planning for its Islander 

services were based upon BN's December 1966 

"Cost Analysis".  This document quotes a basic 

BN-2 price of £18,900, plus customer options 

costing £7,595, plus 10% spares holding of 

£2,650 giving a total investment cost of £29,145.  

The analysis also costs pilot salaries at £2,800/yr 

and 100 octane gasoline at 3/6d (17.5p)/Imp 

gallon.   

 

Back in December 1964, Loganair was operating 

an Aztec A, a B and a new model C which was 

painted in Piper's smart 1964 scheme of black 

and red stripes on a white field.  When the Aztec 

B required repainting, Loganair adopted the 1964 

scheme as the company's livery for all its 

growing fleet, which included the BN-2s on order.  

For the BN-2s however, there was one addition, 

the one allocated to the Orkney service would 

carry on its fin the Orkney Islands Shipping 

Company's funnel flash of one broad and two 

narrow red bands with the initials "OI" in the 

centre and the second aircraft would have the 

funnel flash without the initials. 

 

 
 

Islander prototype G-ATCT with G-ATWU at 1966 

SBAC Farnborough Show in the mid 1966 colour 

schemes.  

 

When in August 1966, ‘WU's painting was 

finished, BN liked the result so much they 

adopted the scheme (with alternative colours for 

Loganair's red lines) as the Islander's standard 

livery.  Prototype ‘CT was repainted in the blue 

option and the scheme continued to be BN's 

standard livery until 1971. Loganair eventually 

changed to a simple white/red/black scheme with 

a new logo in June 1972. 

 

The Orkney inter-island air service licence was 

issued in January 1966 so work on the island 

aerodromes commenced. On the 7th September 

1966 I flew the County Convenor, Colonel 

William Scarth and General Manager of the 

Orkney Islands Shipping Company, Alan Bullen in 

Aztec G-ASER around the Island airstrips with a 
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landing on Westray to check on their progress, 

the work was completed a month later.   

 

 
 

Loganair’s Piper Aztec, G-ASER 

 

 

The Air Navigation Order requires scheduled 

services are flown only from licensed aerodromes 

so to meet licensing standards the runways were 

properly marked, with thresholds set 100ft in 

from the boundary walls.  A crash/rescue unit 

had to be available so a fitted out trailer with all 

the fire-fighting, crash rescue and first aid 

medical equipment was installed at each 

aerodrome to be housed in a garage comprising 

one half of the wooden terminal hut.  In most 

cases the two firemen were the farmer and his 

helper who were given formal training and were 

certified by the Ministry of Aviation. 

 

The aerodrome procedure was to become: "As 

the scheduled arrival time drew near, the farmer 

drives up in his tractor and the two men would 

move any grazing cattle from the aerodrome to 

an adjacent field, they check the wind sock is 

flying and the state of the into-wind runway, 

they then hitch the tractor to the trailer.  As the 

aircraft lands and later takes-off, they sit on their 

tractor, kitted up and with engine running, ready 

to drive out and tackle any emergency."  After 

the aircraft's departure the procedure is reversed 

and the field becomes a cow pasture again.  The 

aerodromes had no radio transmitters, but most 

farmers equipped themselves with a handheld 

vhf receiver to hear the pilot's progress reports 

to the controller at Kirkwall Airport.  Five of the 

six planned island aerodromes were completed 

by October 1966. 

 

In addition to the urgency to retire the old 

Orkney ferry, Loganair's expanding traffic on 

their Glasgow - Stornoway route was now 

requiring two Aztecs flown "in stream", so it was 

doubly important that there should be no delay 

to the issue of the airline's Air Operator's 

Certificate as soon as ‘KC and ‘RA were 

delivered.  It was to this end, from 28th July to 

10th August, 1967, Loganair leased ‘WU from BN 

for pilot training, testing and for the required 

route proving flights.  The initial type conversion 

programme was conducted at Glasgow, with the 

STOL training being carried out on 

Cumbernauld's newly opened, short and  

undulating grass runway. Then followed a 

concentrated training programme in the Orkneys 

with Captain Jim Lee who was to operate that 

service from Kirkwall Airport.  On the 9th August, 

Jim Birnie, BN's test pilot flew up to Glasgow and 

conducted my Islander Type Rating test which 

cleared me in turn to test and clear the other 

pilots. 

 

On the 11th August 1967, Captain McIntosh 

returned ‘WU to Bembridge and took delivery of 

‘KC, flying it to Glasgow the next day.  On the 

13th August, I flew ‘KC with the Chief Officer of 

the Scottish Civil Aviation Department in 

Saughton from Edinburgh to Kirkwall to formally 

inaugurate the service. On arrival the Chief 

Officer was handed a telex from London which 

read, in effect, “Hold it, we have changed our 

minds, we require some aerodromes to be 

extended”. It was to his great embarrassment he 

had to convey this to the assembled gathering.  I 

flew the guests to visit those aerodromes that 

were approved and a look at the others for 70 

minutes and then returned to Edinburgh and 

Glasgow. The Orkney CC immediately 

commenced increasing the short 1,500ft runways 

to 1,800ft landing distance. 

 

 
 

Loganair’s first Islander G-AVKC at Bembridge 

ready for delivery in August 1967. 

 

The next day I returned to Kirkwall with a Flight 

Operations Inspector (FOI) in the right hand 

pilot's seat for the required route proving flights 

around all the Orkney scheduled service routes. I 

spent most of the next week with our Orkney 

pilot, Jim Lee for his Route Certification which 

required six landings at each island aerodrome, a 

practice diversion to Wick, instrument 

approaches at Kirkwall and Wick. Lee’s 

Certification cleared him for local charter and 

limited scheduled operations to Westray and 

North Ronaldsay after the issue of Loganair’s Air 

Operators Certificate. On the 22nd August I flew 

to Kirkwall for two day’s of flying our FOI to 

inspect all the island aerodromes. We then 

returned to Glasgow and the FOI went back to 
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London. The next day the Inspector completed 

the formalities to permit the award of the Air 

Operator’s Certificate the next day, 24th August, 

1967. 

 

Though we had unstinting cooperation and 

advice from the Inspectorate in London 

throughout our preparations, our Flight 

Operations Inspector revealed that within the 

Inspectorate in London there was considerable 

concern that the concept of STOL operations 

generally was a regulatory grey area, with little 

accommodation for operations such as the 

proposed Orkney service within the existing 

regulations.  

 

For example: in one regulation, the "factored 

landing distance" assumed an aircraft will 

descend to a runway on a slope of 1 in 20 and 

cross the end of the runway at a height of 50ft.  

Mathematically, this resulted in a touchdown 

1,000ft along the 1,500ft runway instead of just 

inside the threshold as the aircraft was capable. 

 

Every island aerodrome had to be adjacent to a 

road for access and was therefore subject to 

another regulation. This one required that a 1 in 

20 slope to the end of runway cleared any public 

road by at least 30ft (ostensibly to miss the 

proverbial passing double deck bus) and so 

distance a runway threshold 600ft from the 

roadside.   

 

Whilst I demonstrated landings on each 

aerodrome's various runways, we looked down at 

the single track roads and agreed that, with the 

nearest "double decker" being 120nm away in 

Aberdeen, we could relax a little on this point - 

but not for long!  On short finals at the next 

island, potato picking lads threw a volley of 

spuds up into the air in front of us.  "There" 

exclaimed the inspector "I knew there would be a 

valid reason for this height clearance!". 

 

Whatever their justification, the regulatory two 

height limits theoretically placed the touchdown 

point 1,600ft from the airfields' boundaries which 

were then about 1,600ft from stone wall to stone 

wall.  One result of our proving flights was the 

permission to use a 30ft threshold height which 

placed the touchdown point 600ft from the 

beginning of the runway. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the island aerodromes 

reverted to cattle pastures outside aircraft 

movement times and as everyone who has ever 

stepped in a beast's rich deposit knows that 

“Sharn”, its Orkney name, is very slippery. After 

one particular landing during which the Islander 

had slithered from one patch to another and the 

nose wheel had displaced thick brown bow waves 

which had struck the propellers for redistribution 

over the windshield and fuselage; the aircraft 

halted at the far end of the runway.  

Contemplating in the silence, the steam and the 

fragrance from the hot engines, the inspector 

mused that we had increments to apply to paved 

runway landing distances for dry, wet, short and 

long grass "but we do not have an increment for 

excrement!"  It was later, in August 1968, that 

some formal accommodation for STOL operations 

was created within the regulations. 

 

 
 

Captain Andy Alsop, who became one of the 

world's most experienced Islander pilots, 

expressed strong views about little wheels, 

Orkney, February 1968. 

 

Following the route proving flights the 

Inspectorate decided that, for added safety, all 

the island aerodromes should have one runway 

extended to 1,800ft.  Two of the aerodromes 

were sufficiently large to provide the additional 

300ft immediately, but the others required an 

extension into a third field which involved many 

weeks of extra work.   

 

 

 
 

Passengers board Loganair Islander G-AVKC 

at Westray. 
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Loganair's Air Operator's Certificate for the BN-2 

was awarded on the 24th August, 1967 and so 

cleared the company to commence Islander 

operations.  On Friday, 25th August, 1967, the 

first public transport flights by the BN Islander 

aircraft were made.  At 0805hrs, in ‘RA, I took 

off from Glasgow on the scheduled Stornoway - 

Benbecula service and was followed at 0830hrs 

by Captain Jim Lee in ‘KC, airborne from Kirkwall 

on his restricted inter-island service. 

 

The provision of an 1,800ft runway at Orkney 

aerodrome was completed and licenced, 

permitting an unrestricted inter-island service to 

commence on the 27th September, 1967. 

 

During Loganair's early years almost all its pilots 

joined directly from the RAF or RN, where they 

had been flying high speed fighter or strike 

aircraft.  What Loganair wanted most was their 

ability to handle single crew operations in high 

work load situations and to possess that hard to 

define attribute of a "safe pilot", or as some 

would describe it - "those blessed with a 

charmed life". 

 

Training these newly joined pilots to fly the 

Islander in the public transport role included 

some completely new aspects of flying: such as 

flying the aircraft as if the passengers each had a 

cup of tea in their hand and none to be spilt, plus 

reviving long forgotten Flying Training School 

skills including: Dead Reckoning navigation 

progressing at 2¼, not 8 to 15 miles a minute; 

using "Half-Mil" and Jeppesen maps.  Being 

unable to leave weather far below them - they 

had to learn to fly through it; to avoid or shed 

ice; handling in turbulence and to recognise the 

optimum paths to follow through different cloud 

types; to be ever mindful of the minimum safe 

altitude (6,500ft over most of Scotland). 

 

As the then Company Training Captain who four 

years earlier had left Fighter Command's Javelin 

9s to fly Loganair's PA23 Aztecs - by August 

1967 I had become quite experienced in year-

round grass field operations.  With the additional 

experience gained during the Islander base and 

line training programme, the AOC ‘route proving’ 

flights and then the first winter's experience 

flying the routes, I decided that some 

conventional flying techniques did not exploit all 

the Islander’s capabilities, particularly in regard 

to STOL operations using small grass fields.  As 

difficulties arose, I tested alternative handling 

techniques and was able to adopt many as 

company standard procedures. 

 

To give two examples: on take-off from a very 

soft and muddy grass field, the drag of the 

landing gear ploughing through the turf could 

prevent rotation speed (then 50 kts for the BN-2) 

being reached.  To reduce the depth of rutting, 

the weight on the wheels had to be relieved by 

generating wing lift as early as possible.  The soft 

surface technique required an increased "take-

off" flap setting, from 25 to 40; full power 

against the brakes and release; applying 

sufficient up elevator to relieve the nose wheel of 

weight and prevent it "digging in"; at VMCg 

38kts, lifting aircraft just clear of the surface, 

then reducing elevator so the wheels just 

skimmed the runway.  Accelerate to the normal 

Vr 50kts then rotate to climb attitude, at the 

same time moving the flap switch up to 

automatically reset the flaps to 25 and continue 

as for a conventional take off, V2 54kts up to 

200ft, flaps up, climb at 65 knots. 

 

As a second example: approaching to land on a 

short grass runway, probably over obstructions 

and without approach slope guidance.  The fast 

jet pilots' conventional technique is to maintain 

approach speed with tail plane and slope with 

power.  In Scotland's frequent high wind speeds 

and terrain generated air turbulence, an 

Islander, with its low inertia and rapid engine 

response, requires more assertive handling to 

achieve a precise touchdown just inside the short 

runway's threshold at the correct speed.  First 

position the aircraft accurately on the centre line, 

on a slope for the touchdown point to be clearly 

in sight over the obstructions. With the "finals" 

check completed by 200ft, place an imagined 

gunsight "pipper" on the target touchdown point 

and "drive" the aircraft down to the round-out, 

refusing to allow turbulence to deflect the aim.  

Control the airspeed with throttles and fly fast 

enough to prevent lulls between gusts dropping 

the airspeed below 1.3Vs. In strong headwinds 

and with little inertia, slowing to threshold speed 

is easily accomplished.  Ignore the rocks and 

trees rushing just below the wheels - providing 

you can see the undershoot area and the 

touchdown point - they are of no concern!  If at 

round-out, all is not just right, "go-around" and 

try again. 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander G-AVRA, at Kirkwall Airport 

sharing the ramp with a BEA Viscount. 
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The Glasgow based aircraft flying mainly 

between conventional aerodromes encountered 

few problems, but in Orkney it was a very 

different story.  The unsuitability of the small 

twin-wheel main landing gear for Orkney's soft 

grass field operations was soon proved. Instead 

of rolling over the surface, the main wheels 

simply ploughed furrows which immediately filled 

with rain water and all the aerodromes became 

quagmires.  In the muddy conditions, the wheel 

brakes broke apart and through the flexing of the 

wing structure by the drag of the main landing 

gear, the wet-wing fuel tanks developed leaks at 

every joint.  The mud caked cabin carpet was 

replaced with washable lino and the pilots flew in 

uniform wellington boots. 

 

After one month's service, ‘KC was returned to 

Bembridge to have the wings opened and the 

fuel tanks resealed, with ‘RA keeping the Orkney 

service operating.  ‘RA in turn suffered the same 

fuel tank leaks and shortly after ‘KC's return to 

service, ‘RA was also repaired at Bembridge. 

Later, partial fixes for these soft field problems 

including fitting slightly larger tyres to the main 

gear, a change of brake type, improved tank 

sealing and additional field drainage pipes under 

the grass runways and parking areas. 

 

During this difficult period, the writer also 

developed a technique for taxying over soft 

surfaces without bogging down which was soon 

to be demonstrated to a wider audience.  On the 

31st January 1968, on completion of ‘RA's fuel 

tank re-sealing at Bembridge, the writer flew it 

to Filton in the company of two other Islanders to 

collect a Romanian Government minister and 

party who were studying the possibility of 

reviving their aircraft manufacturing industry by 

building British aircraft under contract. 

 

It was quite dark when the three Islanders 

arrived in the Bembridge circuit. The two 

carrying BN management and the "media" 

respectively, landing before me ran to the far 

end of Bembridge's sodden grass runway where 

they both bogged down, unable to move.  

Hearing of their predicament over the radio, 

when my landing run slowed to about 15 knots I 

changed to the Orkney ground handling 

technique of keeping the flaps full down, stick 

hard back to prevent the nosewheel digging in 

and with lift generated by downward deflected 

slipstream from lots of throttle, kept the 

mainwheels dancing over the surface to enable 

me to deposit the VIPs, still with shiny shoes, at 

the factory hangar door ten minutes ahead of the 

very muddy shod and out of breath BN and 

Media parties. The outcome of that trade mission 

was an order for BAC 1-11s and the agreement 

to manufacture Islanders in Romania for very 

many years to come. 

From the beginning the Islander was a success 

on Loganair's West coast scheduled services and 

charter flying and most importantly, in the 

Scottish Air Ambulance Service (SAAS).  As an 

air ambulance, the aircraft carried one stretcher 

patient, one or two medical attendants and two 

next-of-kin or seated patients.  The medical 

attendants were volunteer hospital nurses who 

had received normal cabin crew training from the 

company, and were selected for each flight by 

their nursing qualifications to match the case 

being carried. 

 

 
 

Loganair ambulance flight gets ready to depart. 

 

In the following years the Islander's STOL 

capability allowed some 30 more island airstrips 

to be served by the air ambulances.  A Glasgow 

based Islander provided coverage for all of 

Scotland, however, only locally based pilots were 

certified to fly into the Orkney and Shetland 

airstrips so, for this reason, and to greatly 

reduce response time, the Orkney and later, the 

Shetland and Lewis stations carried out both 

local and urgent transfer ambulance flights to 

mainland hospitals.   

 

 
 

The Islander’s large rear door enables stretcher 

cases to be unloaded without undue difficulty. 

 

The introduction of the BN-2 in the SAAS quickly 

raised the utilisation of the service from about 

350 patients a year to nearly 1,000 a year. On 

one summer's day there were six Loganair air 
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ambulances airborne at the same time sharing 

Scottish airspace from Unst, Shetland to the Mull 

of Kintyre. 

 

 
 

Ambulance flight is loaded at a remote airstrip 

 

As with all new types of aircraft settling down in 

service, other defects or deficiencies soon 

emerged.  The original pilot's seat was a non-

adjustable bench seat, a standard hovercraft 

passenger seat from the British Hovercraft 

Corporation and its fixed position must have 

been decided by Desmond Norman's "six foot 

something" frame. Until an adjustable, individual 

pilot seat assembly was introduced, most pilots 

had to sit on and in front of a variety of cushions 

to reach the controls and to see out. 

 

Having to load and unload the baggage bay over 

the rear seat back was most unsatisfactory so an 

early modification provided a small baggage door 

on the port side. 

 

The original "half wheel" control yoke was rough 

and uncomfortable to hold.  Its replacement, the 

"Concorde" type "rams-horn" proved tiring on 

long flights but the chunky wheel type which in 

turn came along has been well liked. 

 

During flight in icing conditions, the propeller 

control unit linkage at the front of the engine 

became encased in ice and immovable. This 

problem was overcome with a simple plastic ice 

shield fastened in front of the linkage. 

 

An even more serious happening during winter 

flights was the frequent failure of the cabin 

heater.  If the fresh air intakes set either side of 

the fin fillet iced over and became partially 

blocked, the gasoline fuelled cabin heater 

situated under the baggage bay floor over-

heated.  The heater flame switch would then trip 

to turn off the fuel supply.  Though the heater 

rapidly cooled, the flame switch could not be 

reset until the baggage bay was emptied, the 

carpet lifted and an access panel in the floor 

removed. With outside air temperatures 

sometimes as low as minus 18°C, pilots and 

passengers were being seriously chilled so 

eventually.  

 

After much investigation by Loganair's 

Engineering Manager, Gilbert Fraser, the heater 

system was finally discarded and another 

manufacturer's much more reliable heater was 

fitted. A further improvement was the fitting to 

the windshield of a small electrically heated anti-

ice panel as was fitted to our Aztecs. 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander parked on the runway at Out 

Skerries 

 

In the Scottish latitudes, westerly winds over the 

ocean frequently exceed gale force and then 

there is a considerable suspension of sea-spray 

in the air. Flight below 1,000ft through the spray 

soon heavily coats the windshield with salt 

resulting, when landing towards the setting sun, 

no forward vision.  Fitting washers and wipers 

were considered but the curvature of the 

windshield made wipers impracticable and the 

problem remained. 

 

The original fuel contents gauge system was 

particularly unreliable.  Of the 114 gallons in the 

system, only 97 gallons of fuel was gauged so 

only this amount was useable fuel for flight 

planning purposes.   

 

Improved gauges which measured up to 108 

gallons were installed later.  Another irritation 

and potential danger came from the breaking of 

the Flaps Selector Switch toggles. 

 

Towards the end of 1968, both ‘KC and ‘RA were 

upgraded to BN-2A standard which raised the 

Maximum Permitted Weight to 6,000 lbs.   

 

On the 21st August, 1969, the writer collected 

Loganair's third Islander, C/N 95 G-AXKB from 

Bembridge for use on the West coast services.  

Its arrival released ‘RA for the new Shetland 

inter-island Service based at Sumburgh Airport 

and flown by Captain Alan Whitfield. 
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BN-2A C/N 95 G-AXKB ready to leave 

Bembridge, August 21 1969. 

 

Shetland's islands have even less flat ground 

than the Orkneys and finding sites for airstrips 

on the outer islands was very difficult.  The 

runways, levelled by hand by the islanders 

themselves under the guidance of Captain 

Whitfield, were either gravel or grass surfaced, 

short and undulating. These limitations coupled 

with the often wild weather and severe terrain 

turbulence required of pilots the very highest 

standard of flying skills. 

 

 
 

Bird watchers take their return flight from Fair 

Isle. 

 

 
 

A vet is collected from Foula. 

In 1971 a 1,500 ft airstrip at Foula, Shetland, 

was cut out entirely by hand by the islanders 

assisted by young people of the Islands 

Volunteer Service.  The surface is clay and loose 

rock with a gradient of 1 in 50 over the southern 

half.  Similar airstrips on the islands of Fetlar, 

Whalsay and Out Skerries were also prepared by 

the residents so they could also have an air 

service. 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander on Sollas beach, North Uist. 

 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander waits on the beach at Barra 

while a Trislander takes off. 

 

From 1967 to the present day, throughout the 

Scottish Northern and Western Islands, 

Loganair's Islanders (plus from 1973 to 1980 BN-

2A MkIII Trislanders) have been well regarded by 

the public and for many, an essential element of 

their everyday life. 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander in a late 1970s style livery. 

 

In 1976, Loganair's BN fleet peaked at 7 

Islanders and 6 Trislanders distributed around 

bases at Glasgow, Aberdeen, Inverness, Kirkwall, 

Lerwick and Stornoway.  To date at least 34 BN-

2s of various marks have been operated by 

Loganair. 
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Loganair Trislander G-BAXD 

 

 
 

Loganair Islander, G-BPCA, in Highland Park 

livery at Fair Isle in 2007 

 

The huge variety of loads carried and the tasks 

undertaken by Loganair BN-2s in Scotland 

include: aerial photography, air ambulance, 

airport licensing checks, ballot box collection, 

fishery surveillance, flying banking services, fog 

dispersal (dry ice seeding), funeral hearse, 

general cargo, live lobsters, missing at sea 

searches, newspapers overnight distribution, 

news reporting, oil rig crews and stores, oil spill 

surveillance, parachuting, passenger charters, 

pilot training and tests, pleasure flights, Police 

road traffic control, Police scene of crime 

searches, Royal Mail, scheduled passenger, sea 

bird and seal counts, sheep and Shetland Ponies, 

torpedos to sea trials.. 

 

To return to my first paragraph, it is on record 

“that since the late 1960s the Orkney and 

Shetland  small island populations have generally 

increased due, it is said, mainly to the devoted 

efforts of the BN-2 Islander pilots and 

engineers!" 

 

Ken Foster 
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Orkney Celebrates 50 Years of Inter 

Islands Air Services by Loganair 
 

The 50th anniversary of Loganair’s Orkney inter-

island air service was celebrated over the 

weekend of 16/17 September at the Orkney Air 

Festival held at Kirkwall Airport. 
 

Loganair inaugurated the Orkney inter-isles air 

service with Britten-Norman Islander aircraft in 

September 1967, and has continuously provided 

these vital links ever since. 
 

Earlier this year the Orkney Islands Council 

awarded a new contract to Loganair to continue 

as the provider for Orkney’s inter-isles air 

services, linking Kirkwall with North Ronaldsay, 

Sanday, Stronsay, Eday, Westray and Papa 

Westray. The new contract was let on 1 April, 

2017 and will run for four years with an option 

for a 12-month extension to 31 March, 2022. 
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John Fricker Flies Britten-Norman’s 

Islander 
 

Aeroplane August 23 1967 
 

From a casual inspection, the Britten Norman 

BN-2 looks like most ordinary light twins. Only 

a certain individual angularity, it seems, plus its 

evident simplicity and British origin distinguish 

the Islander from the prolific products of the 

American general aviation industry. 

 

 
 

1965 SBAC Farnborough Show - BN-2 brochure 

front cover  
 

But whereas the maximum passenger capacity 

of any US light twin with 260 hp per side is no 

more than six, the Islander is designed to carry 

10 people as standard and to do this from short 

and rough strips with no greater initial and 

operating costs than its smaller contemporaries 

on the other side of the Atlantic. 
 

This would be a creditable enough achievement 

from a long-established company with design 

background and production experience to 

match some of the US giants. It is all the more 

remarkable considering that the Islander is 

Britten Norman's first essay into aircraft 

production, and that a factory had to be built at 

Bembridge, in the Isle of Wight, simultaneously 

with the prototypes. 
 

The three years separating metal first being 

cut, and the award this month of a public 

transport C. of A, are a gratifyingly brief 

monument to the energy and perseverance of 

this young company. It is already finding its 

reward in the completion of one aircraft per 

week, with firm orders for more than 50, and 

production target for double that number in the 

coming year. 
 

Although the utilitarian Islander has obvious 

bush applications, American interest through 

the US distributor, Jonas Aircraft and Arms Co. 

Inc., with already 20 on order, is hardly 

surprising for air taxi and commuter operations. 

With an f.a.f. price of only $53 000 basic (£18 

900), d.o.c, estimated at $50.28 per hour. and 

its potential nine revenue-seat capacity, the 

Islander offers unrivalled economy for short-

haul operations. 
 

Britten Norman studies show that most air-taxi 

sectors involve less than 40 minutes' flying. The 

Islander is therefore tailored for this type of 

operation, with the emphasis on payload 

capability rather than high speed or long range. 

Most light planes are space-limited rather than 

weight-limited so far as passenger payload is 

concerned, but the Islander has the added 

bonus of even better STOL performance than 

most more specialized and costly types as a 

result of its low wing loading and general 

design. 

 

 
 

BN Islander, G-AVKC, C/N 4, was flown by John 

Fricker for the air test report. 
 

With full airways equipment, but no de-icing or 

cabin heater, its disposable load of 1775 lb 

means that it can carry its full capacity of nine 

165 lb passengers plus pilot and have 290 lb 

available for fuel and baggage. This level of 

equipment would limit it to tropical operations, 

but it could lift a maximum around 40 Imp. gal 

of fuel with all seats filled, and fly for nearly 

two hours at its 65 per cent cruise speed of 132 

knots. 
 

De-icing and cabin heating add about 150 lb 

and make the Islander an effective eight-

passenger transport over stage lengths of up to 

170 miles with full reserves. Alternatively, with 

its full 97 gallons of fuel, and when operated in 

temperate conditions, the Islander still has 900 

lb of payload to play with over an 800 mile 

range. This means five passengers and 50 lb of 

baggage, so the Islander can compete in this 

respect with most conventional light twins, 

although they cannot begin to extend into its 

capacity. 
 

Ten people on the 520 hp from two Lycoming 

O-540-E power plants is unusual economy 

nowadays, although de Havilland managed nine 

without difficulty on 400 hp in the venerable 

Rapide. This was the model for the Britten-

Norman concept, which has used the 30 year 

This Islander Air Test Report of BN-2 

Islander, G-AVKC, C/N 4, makes 

interesting reading. It seems to be the 

case that the observations made in 1967 

are not very much different from those in 

the “In the Cockpit” air test report of the 

latest new build BN-2B Islander that 

appeared in the August 2017 issue of 

Airliner World. 
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advance in aerodynamics, structures and power 

plants to achieve substantial all round 

improvements in performance and economy. 

The essential ingredient of simplicity, however, 

is retained in -the fixed tricycle undercarriage, 

with its squashy Beagle 206-type oleos, and 

lack of high-lift complications to achieve STOL 

performance.  
 

This simplicity extends to the flight handling of 

the Islander, which is naturally designed for 

single-pilot operation. In fact, the search for 

maximum payload among commuter operators 

means that more often than not dual controls 

will not even be fitted, and this was the case 

when we came to fly G-AVKC, immediately 

before its delivery to Loganair in Scotland. The 

role of production test pilot Colin Newnes in the 

right-hand seat was thus limited to useful 

advice and guidance rather than demonstration. 

Four passengers in the rear cabin, ballast and 

almost full fuel brought us within about 150 lb 

of gross weight, but handling was as innocuous 

as a large Cub despite severe turbulence and a 

25 kt wind gusting about 60 degrees across the 

grass strip at Bembridge. 
 

Pilot and passengers have three doors along the 

fuselage for access to their five rows of paired 

bench seats, which are without aisles to reduce 

fuselage width. This certainly pays off in cruise 

performance, which is quite remarkable 

considering the permanently down and welded 

undercarriage; and the more than generous 

wing area. The rear port-side door is double 

width for loading bulky freight or stretchers. 

All seats are non-adjustable, although quickly 

removable for freighting. Being short-legged I 

found an extra back cushion necessary to reach 

the rudder pedals, even when these were 

adjusted to their fully-aft position. If the front 

seat could be moved forward a few inches, this 

would also bring the rather remote windscreen 

a bit nearer the eye. Visibility would be 

additionally improved by sitting more abeam 

the thick front door pillar, and better use could 

be made of the generous front screen area 

without craning forward. 
 

Panel space is more than adequate, although 

some switches and minor controls, including the 

rudder trim wheel, are above the windscreen 

frame. A useful feature for single-crew 

operation is a door-warning light actuated by 

micro switches on all three doors. That for the 

front entrance may be linked to an idle-cut-off 

to stop any possibility of the pilot walking into 

the port propeller. 
 

Both on the ground and in the air, the Islander 

is completely and utterly vice less: Vmc, for 

example, is one of the lowest figures I can 

recall, at less than 41 kt, and is below the 

equally low-speed stalls. At our weight and near 

aft c.g. position, V2 of 62 kt was scheduled 

from rotation at 57 kt. There is enough elevator 

control, however, to lift the nose wheel off at 

about 40 kt, with take-off flap of 25 degrees 

selected. Simple single-slotted flaps are used 

on the Islander with electric actuation. A one-

second pressure on the flap switch is sufficient 

to select automatically the 25 degree position, 

and a further jab brings down the full 56 

degrees. 
 

Trim changes at all times are minimal, although 

there is a slight nose-up pitch with initial flap 

travel, changing to nose down at greater 

extensions. Automatic flap positioning has 

obvious advantages, although in the conditions 

prevailing at Bembridge, I would have preferred 

the infinitely variable setting potential of normal 

electric selectors. Control loads are pleasantly 

moderate and well co-ordinated at all times. 

The Islander is solidly stable despite its zero-

dihedral easy-to-build wing. Aileron feel was 

disguised somewhat by static friction in G-

AVKC, but will probably improve as its newness 

wears off. Britten-Norman also has plans to 

replace the present rather small control wheel, 

with its upper bracing bar, with a bigger unit to 

give useful additional leverage. As a personal 

preference, I should like to see a large pair of 

ram's horn handlebars. 
 

At 5000 ft; over broken cloud half covering the 

Isle of Wight, the Islander settled down in 

turbulence to indicate around 130 knots at 75 

per cent power (24 in/2400 rpm) with very 

quick and accurate longitudinal trim from the 

console wheel. For economy, 65-67 per, cent 

power (23 in/2 300 rpm) is likely to be popular, 

returning a similar TAS for a consumption of 

about 21 Imp. gal/hr, or about 6.2 a.n.m./gal. 

Noise level is no problem at any power setting. 

Low speed handling proved as remarkable as -

you would expect from such a dead straight and 

lightly loaded wing. Stall breakaways were 

universally mild and laterally level, with some 

aileron effectiveness remaining throughout. 

Clear stall warning started at 56 kt IAS before 

the nose dropped at about 47 kt. 
 

With full flap and a little power, minimum flight 

speeds went as low as an unbelievable 33 kt, to 

the accompaniment of considerable 

aerodynamic buffet. With flaps down the 

Islander could be motored round in tight turns 

at ridiculous speeds. 
 

Single-engined handling was equally docile, 

with a quick twist of rudder trim neutralizing 

the very mild asymmetric load. The big fin of 

the Islander really pays off in minimizing 

asymmetric power effects, which were explored 

down to initial stall warring at 56 kt. 

The low span loading also ensures a brisk 

single-engine performance, which indicated a 

couple of hundred feet per minute at the best 

asymmetric climb speed of around 73 kt. 
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Single-engine ceiling at our operating weight 

was computed as 7,500ft. The Islander seems 

to be an obvious candidate both for turbo-

supercharging and an initial increase in gross 

weight. 
 

Normal rate of ascent during our departure 

from Bembridge, at 27 in and 2.700 rpm, 

indicated more than 750ft/min at a lively 

cruise-climb speed of 95 kt. Best angle from a 

really short take-off is at an acute 65 kt. For an 

equally short landing the Islander can be 

motored in at as little as 50 kt, but in the 

vicious cross-wind and turbulence in the lee of 

the original. Britten Norman hangar, I was 

happier trying to keep the speed between 60-

70 kt. 
 

But even after throttling back over the 

threshold, the good low-speed handling really 

paid off in enabling the Islander to be flown 

accurately right down to ground contact, 

despite the exceptionally severe turbulence. In 

fact, with the soft undercarriage and responsive 

controls, it would seem difficult to make a bad 

landing in the Islander 
 

On the ground, nose wheel steering through 25 

degrees each side of centre is very positive, 

although involving fairly heavy foot loads. The 

long undercarriage struts can also be felt 

"walking" slightly in rough grass, but the equal-

sized nose and doubled main wheels give ample 

flotation.  
 

Each of the twin mainwheels has its own brake 

system, so it is no wonder that the Islander can 

out-perform most specialized STOL types. 
 

Britten Norman foresees a market-for up to  

1000 Islanders over the next ten years and it is 

evident that the Rapide has found a worthy 

successor. 

 

Characteristics Summary 
 

Dimensions: span, 49ft (14.92 m); length, 35ft 

7•75in (10.9m); height, 13ft 8in (4.16m); wing 

area, 325ft2 (30.2m2) 
 

Weights: empty, with basic equipment, 3 500 lb 

(1590 kg); basic operating, 4 004 lb (1816.2 

kg); disposable load, 1 696 lb (769.2 kg); max. 

zero fuel weight, 5 500 lb (2494 kg); max. 

gross, 5 700 lb (2 590 kg). 
 

Performance: max. speed, sea level, 168 mph 

(270 km/h); max. cruise (75% power) at 6 500 

ft (1980 m), 157 mph (252 km/h); at 13 000 ft 

(3960 rn) (59% power), 150 mph 241 km/h); 

initial climb, 1220ft/mm (6.2 m/sec); single-

engine climb, 245ft/mm (1.25 m/sec); service 

ceiling, 17,600ft (5360 m); single-engine 

ceiling, 7,000ft (2135 m); STO, 720ft (220m); 

take-off distance to 50ft (15m), 940ft (287m); 

landing run, 420ft (128 m); landing distance 

from 50 ft (15 m), 990 ft (302 rn); range, with 

1000 lb (453 kg) payload at 65% power, plus 

reserves, 650 st miles (1046 km); max. range, 

815 miles (1311 km). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

  

 

History of BN-2 Islander, C/N 4.  
 Islander C/N 4‘s first flight was made from Bembridge 

Airport on 21 June 1967. It was delivered to Loganair on 

15 August 1967 and converted to a BN-2A in August 1968 

and named “Captain E E Fresson, OBE”. 

Returning to B-N in May 1971, it was used for experiments 

for conversion as an agricultural aircraft. Project 

discontinued and C/N 4 was dismantled on 29 September, 

1971. 

After being refurbished as a BN-2A-21 for Fairey Britten-

Norman Air Services and flew again on 22 February, 1975. 

It was then used as a company transport. In February 

1976, C/N 4 was modified to incorporate a camera floor 

and was then operated by Fairey Surveys based at White 

Waltham Airfield, Maidenhead. 

C/N 4 was exported to the USA in May, 1979 and after 

service with Falcon Air as N43MJ. It later went to Canada 

in December 1987 and as C-FAOU it flew with Canagrad 

Surveys based in Calgary Alberta. In July 1979 it was sold 

to Eastern Flying Service based in Sydney, Nova Scotia. 

Ownership changed to Provincial Airlines, Halifax, Nova 

Scotia at the end of 1990.  

 

 
 

 

 

In March 2006 C/N 4 returned to the USA when it was sold to Paklook Air, Kodiak, Nova Scotia and 

took up the registration N663SA. On 30 April, 2009, it was transferred to Servant Air and on 15 

March, 2010, C/N 4 was written off when it hit trees during take-off from Kodiak. It is believed that 
the remains of C/N 4 have been acquired by Great River Air, based in Dawson City, Yukon, Canada. 

G-AVKC in Fairey Surveys livery 
(Denis Calvert) 

C/N 4 as N663SA at Lake Hood 

(Michael Carter) 
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Gosport Aviation Society member John Hardman has kindly put together recollections of his 

recent cycling holiday in the Shetland Islands where he was able to visit the small island of Foula 

by taking advantage of a BN Islander flight operated by Shetland Air Services: 

 

Exploring the Shetland Isles by Islander  
 

Flights exist mainly as a community service for the benefit of people living on the outlying 

islands, in particular Foula, Papa Stour, and Fair Isle. Tourist traffic is also important during 

summer months. Weather is a major disruption for flights. I waited in Tingwall "terminal" 

(basically a shed!) for about four hours before the pilots decided that they could fly. Whilst 

waiting was a bit of a trial, it was made much easier by the company of a man who turned out to 

be a compulsive "island bagger". There were few islands in the world he had not visited but he 

wanted to add Foula to his list.  
 

It was also fascinating to speak to a woman who turned out to be the resident nurse on Foula 

(population 32!). She had been to do her shopping in Lerwick - for a month's supply of groceries. 

These were being transported to the island by the Islander and by ferry, since some things were 

too heavy for the aircraft. As it was, with the amount of stuff to be flown over, she had the 

aircraft to herself - and a considerable amount of foodstuff. Island life is not for the faint hearted. 

For example, the power supply only allows one appliance to be used at once in each household. 

Turn on another, and the supply fails! She said that it was not a good idea to decide to make a 

cup of tea half way through writing a long e-mail; turning on the kettle would lead to loss of what 

you had written! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

My impression of the Islander was very favourable. It might be described by some as an airborne 

Ford Transit, but for service round the islands of Shetland it seems to be the ideal. I chatted to 

the ground engineer at Tingwall and he was full of praise for the aircraft. Phrases like "very 

rugged", "well built", "very reliable" were used to describe it. Also the pilots liked it very much. 

Some of the landing strips are quite rough, so the aircraft has to cope with this. 
 

So, if you want to experience the Islander up close and dirty and working hard, you can do no 

better than to hightail it up to Tingwall airport, 6 miles NW of Lerwick. 

 

John Hardman, Lee-on-the-Solent, September, 2017. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

I eventually got on a flight to Foula 

with a number of residents who had 

been to Lerwick to visit the dentist, 

etc. Appearance-wise, they were a 

rum bunch, but very friendly and 

jovial. We flew at 700ft and 125 

knots and the views were 

magnificent.  One of the pilots was a 

trainee and he was at Tingwall to do 

the required number of sectors to 

enable him to qualify for Shetland 

flying. After he flew us to Foula, he 

had to do 6 take-offs and landings as 

part of his qualification, so I was 

chucked off the plane while he did 

them. It gave me a chance to have a 

quick look at the island. Pretty bleak, 

was my view. 
 

On the way back to Tingwall I was 

the sole passenger, so they gave me 

a run around the coast and also 

landed at Papa Stour. This was the 

island I had booked to fly to, but we 

only did landing/take-off. Still, I had 

fantastic views of the coastal scenery 

in very good weather conditions. I 

have experienced Shetland in Force 8 

gales (on my bike) so I was grateful 

for the kindly conditions on this 

occasion. 
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Agricultural Islander Variants 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Ivan Berryman was looking 
through some of his father’s 
papers recently and found a 3 

view drawing of a radical 
version of the Islander for 

crop spraying as shown in the 
image on the right.  
This find prompted the 

question from Ivan as to the 
origins of the design scheme 

and how far it progressed. 

Can anyone help? 

 

 
 

  

B-N issued a brochure 
for an agricultural 

version of the BN-2A-

26 Islander around 
1974 (left) that 

incorporated leading 
edge tanks and a 

number of Micronair 
rotary atomisers as 

shown in the diagrams 

from the brochure 
(right). An Islander in 

this configuration was 
at the 1976 SBAC 

Farnborough Show. 

Islander G-BDMT, C/N 772, was used as 
the agricultural version demonstrator 

and is seen here on static display at 

Farnborough in 1976. 

Islander G-AWID, C/N 26, was fitted with 
Micronair spray equipment for the Thai 

Ministry of Agriculture in 1968,  

(Peter Gatrell). 

Although the agricultural Islander variant did not seem to attract much in the way of 

sales, a number of Islanders have been adapted for mosquito control in the swamp 
lands of Louisiana and Florida and have been in operation for a number of years. For 
this purpose the Islanders are equipped with conventional under wing tanks in 

conjunction with spray booms. 
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Air Alderney – Latest News 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Air Alderney has taken a significant 

step towards establishing Channel 

Islands air services with the recent 

positioning of its first BN-2T Islander, 

G-BJED, C/N 2119, at Alderney 

Airport. Work is proceeding to prepare 

the required Air Operator’s Certificate 

(AOC) with the aim of being in a 

position to start services in 2018. 

Meanwhile Fareham Borough Council 

has announced that talks are 

underway about bringing the first 

scheduled passenger flights to Solent 

Airport at Daedalus. Regional and City 

Airports are working closely with Air 

Alderney to progress the proposal 

which seeks to create a daily service 

from the Channel Islands to Solent 

Airport.  

 

 

Latest New Build Islander Delivered to FLN, Germany 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

On 8 August B-N handed over its latest model 

BN-2B-20 piston-engined Islander aircraft to 

Frisia Luftverkehr GmbH Norddeich (FLN), one of 

its longest standing regular, repeat customers. 

The aircraft will take up the registration mark D-

IFLB in Germany. 

The German airline operates scheduled and 

charter flights along the Frisian coast and to and 

from Heligoland. The airline, which is based at 

Norden (EDWS), was formed in 1969 and has 

been operating Islanders continuously since 

1975. In common with the majority of Islander 

operators around the world, the services 

provided by FLN allow year-round essential 

support to remote communities. 

Prior to the aircraft becoming operational in 

early November FLN will install MT 4 bladed 

propellers and the Liese exhaust silencing 

system approved by the German aviation 

authorities.  

The 2017 model Islander comes with the benefit 

of reduced empty weight and new features 

including light weight Skytech starters, an 

instrument panel based on Garmin avionics and 

the JP Instruments EDM 960 electronic engine 

display, LED external lighting, Amsafe 4 point 

crew harnesses, enlarged baggage access and 

all window seating. All modifications included in 

the 2017 Islander will be made available as 

options for retrofit on selected legacy models of 

the aircraft. 

 

 

FLN BN-2B-20 Islander, 

C/N 2313, G-CJJO/D-IFLB 

(B-N/Jamie Hunter) 

Instrument panel with latest 

technology avionics and electronic 
engine parameter displays (B-N) 

Executive Leader of Fareham Borough Council, Cllr Seán Woodward, said: “This could be great 

news for both Solent Airport and for Fareham. Already a thriving airport for private flyers and an 

increasing number of business people, establishing a scheduled passenger service will open the 

Airport up to a whole new range of customers, whilst Fareham will benefit from more visitors 

coming to the town.” If the plans go ahead passengers will be able to board an eight seater 

Islander plane to take them to the island of Alderney. Danny Wilson, Air Alderney, said: ‘We are 

looking forward to working with Solent Airport to get this exciting idea off the ground!’ A decision 

on the new air service is expected in the next few months. 

 

Air Alderney BN-2T Islander G-BJED at Solent 

Airport in early September (Ian Haskell) 
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  B-N Islander and Trislander at Daedalus 100 Event-  
Solent Airport at Daedalus 16 September, 2017 

 

 The Daedalus 100 event at Solent Airport at Daedalus, Lee-on-Solent was promoted by 

Fareham Borough Council, the airport’s owners. The event’s primary aim was to 
celebrate 100 years of flying at Lee-on-Solent. Flying started in 1917 and involved Royal 
Naval Air Service floatplanes that were operated from the beach for the purposes of pilot 

training. Later on land was requisitioned to provide a grass landing area with hard 
runways being built in the WW2 era. As a Naval Air Station it was given the name HMS 

Daedalus, although for a few years in the 1950s it was known as HMS Ariel 
 

Once the home of the Royal Navy’s Air Engineering School and the Royal Navy’s “airline” 
781 Squadron, with its fleet of Sea Herons and Sea Devons, the Navy moved out of the 
site when HMS Daedalus was decommissioned in 1996. Although flying continued under 

various interim arrangements, the site has only recently become a licensed civil airport. 
It is one of the main locations for the Maritime and Coastguard Agency’s search and 

rescue helicopter service and is at the centre of major redevelopments as a Solent area 
enterprise zone. 
 

Daedalus 100 featured an extensive static aircraft line up which included both locally 
based and visiting aircraft and much of the organisation of this was down to the airport 

operator Regional and City Airports Management Ltd (RCAM) Solent Airport management 
and operations team. The Solent Sky Aviation Museum’s Aurigny Air Services Trislander 

G-RLON was there and attracted much attention. BN-2T Islander G-JSAT, in its B-N 50th 
colour scheme, was also on show courtesy of B-N Group. 
 

 

 

 

Trislander G-RLON arrived at 

Solent Airport on 8 April 
having made a final flight 

from Guernsey following its 

retirement from service. 
For now it will reside at 

Solent Airport but will 
eventually be part of the 

historic aircraft exhibits at 

Solent Sky Aviation Museum, 

Southampton. 

BN-2T Islander G-JSAT 

looked very smart in the 
sunshine with its special 

B-N 50th colour scheme. 
The aircraft was provided 

by B-N Group and is 

locally based at Solent 

Airport. 
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Forthcoming BNAPS Events 
 

BNAPS Christmas Meal, Friday 8 December, 
2017 

This year the Christmas meal will again be at Foxes 
Restaurant in Bembridge. The Restaurant can 
accommodate up to 36 so please make your booking early 

to avoid disappointment. 
 

Charlie November Restoration Celebration 

Event Saturday 3 March 2018 
 

If anyone has any questions or needs more information 
about BNAPS activities and what is happening please do 

not hesitate to get in touch. 
 

How to contact BNAPS: 

Email: 
bob@bnaps.org.uk 

Telephone: 01329 
315561 

Post: 
BNAPS (Dept NL) 

c/o 

7, William Close, 
FAREHAM, 

Hampshire,  
PO14 2PQ. 
 

BNAPS  
BNAPS is a Registered Charity, 

No. 1100735, set up to 

"preserve the history and 

aircraft of Britten-Norman with 

the support of members’ 

subscriptions, sponsorship and 

donations" 
 

BNAPS registered address is: 

7, William Close 

FAREHAM, 

Hampshire, 

PO14 2PQ 
 

Trustees are Peter Graham, 

Bob Wilson, Guy Palmer and 

Bob Wealthy. 

Bob Wealthy is currently the 

Trust Chairman.  
 

More BNAPS Supporters Needed 
 

If any BNAPS Supporters Club member knows of someone 
who would be interested in joining please pass on contact 

details to our BNAPS Membership Secretary, Rita 
Edgcumbe at sales@bnaps.org.uk 

 
The principal aims of the BNAPS Supporters Club are:  
“to assist BNAPS to preserve the history and aircraft of 

Britten-Norman through member donations and to provide 
assistance with the day-to-day operations of the charity”  

 
Anyone with an interest in local aviation heritage is 
welcome. 

  
As a point of clarification, whilst BNAPS has contact with 

B-N Group from time to time, as a charitable trust BNAPS 
is an independent organisation. 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

BNAPS on the Internet - information about BNAPS, including back issues of BNAPS 

News, can now be found from the following link: www.bnaps.org.uk 

 
  
 

 
 
 
 

Alderney Media Prints and Prints of Toby Dixon’s Paintings 
 

Samples of the above prints (see July issue of BNAPS News page 27) were on show at the BNAPS 

“Isle of Wight Day” open workshop event on 23 September. 

Discussions are ongoing regarding the most effective way for BNAPS to handle the Alderney Media 

Prints and associated mugs bearing the same set of images. Prints and mugs are now expected to 

be available in November. 

 

BNAPS Merchandise Special Offers: 
1 Order bundle A: "BN-2 Islander 50 Years On" book + "Islander G-AVCN - The Continuing Story" 

book + "Charlie November The Story So Far" DVD £10.00 

2 Order Bundle B:” BN-2 Islander 50 Years On” book + Islander 50 souvenir programme + Islander 

50 DVD £10.00  

All orders that total £10 or more will be sent post free to UK addresses. 
 

  

BNAPS 2018 Desk Calendar 
Go or no go decision whether to go ahead with a BNAPS 2018 calendar will be made by the end of 

September. Indications of any advance orders will help the decision making process. 
 

http://www.bnaps.org.uk/

